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Dedication:
We dedicate this first edition of E=(LG)2 to the proactive members of the Learning Green, Living Green steering committee and
all the faculty, staff, and students of Frostburg State University
who have committed themselves to addressing climate change,
sustainability, and conservation on our campus, in Western
Maryland, and beyond.
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The Learning Green, Living Green Steering Committee:
Jeff Sellers, Patrick O’Brian, Ann Townsell, Dana Severance,
Jim Limbaugh, Bill Seddon, Monika Urbanski, Kara RogersThomas, Paul Kazyak, Elaine Raesley, Ray Blank
Not pictured: Joan Andorfer, David Arnold, Skott Brill, Mikal Crawford, Karla Diehl,
Sydney Duncan, Dave Firman, Bob Larivee, Jason Litten, Kermat Poorsoltan, Becca
Ramspott, Lisa Rodgers, Richard Scott, Alan Snyder, Oguz Soysal, Karen Treber, Sam
White

What is Learning
Green,Living
Green?
When Frostburg State University President Jonathan
Gibralter signed the American College and University
Presidents Climate Commitment, he placed Frostburg
State University in an elite
group of institutions of
higher learning that acknowledge that global warming is real. Furthermore,
ACUPCC avers that colleges
and universities have a duty
to educate and lead in effecting meaningful change.
Learning Green, Living
Green is Frostburg State
University’s local answer to
this challenge. Our campuswide sustainability initiative
hopes to educate students,
faculty, and the community
on issues concerning the environment, not only in the
mountains of Western Maryland, but across the world.

E=(LG)2 is committed to this
endeavor.

A Note From the President….
I am pleased to be President of Frostburg State University at this time in
the history of this fine university. Learning and Living Green are very important to creating not just a better present but also a better future. The less
we use resources cavalierly into our future and recognize that our planet is
not always going to be a renewable resource, the better off we will be.
Frostburg State University is an environment where thinking and acting in a
sustainable manner makes sense and is consistent with our location in the
mountains of Western Maryland and is also consistent with many of our
academic programs. Most importantly, is that our students think this is important and as faculty, staff and an administration it is important that we
honor our student’s efforts to create a better future. I hope you enjoy this
edition of E=(LG)2
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Welcome to the first issue of E=(LG)2, the magazine of Learning Green., Living
Green. Written, edited, designed and produced by Frostburg State University students, E=(LG)2 showcases the events, initiatives, innovations and ideas that are
making FSU the regional center for green awareness and action.
In these pages you’ll experience some great fiction and poetry and learn about
FSU’s participation in Focus the Nation, a day of nationwide teach-ins on environmental issues. You’ll meet a local business owner with a green flare and check out
on-campus efforts to save energy. And you’ll discover an amazing English course
that connects students with the seminal writings of environmental literature. I invite you to read, learn and enjoy.
--Dr. Charles Ewers
Chair, Department of English
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T H E D AY T H E E A RT H T U R N E D G R E E N
By Jacob LeValley
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Mankind had flourished
under the new environmental
control laws issued by the
government. Perhaps the
transformation was too good,
as people everywhere had
begun to recycle more than
ever in the past: a 350% increase across the United
States, Asia, and Europe. A
switch had finally been made
to more renewable fuel resources and a resurgence in
the popularity of electric and
hydro-powered cars had
taken place. Global warming
was finally being realized as a
serious threat and something
that clearly needed to be dealt
with if the world was indeed
to sustain any more life. Everything was perfect, except
for one, seemingly small
problem.
At the local beaches and
pools across America, people
began to notice a green tint in
the water. Some investigation
continued when the reporters
arrived on the scene, along
with their pseudo-scientific
research from the selected
ecological experts. Over time
the supposed threat faded
away. Politicians denied the
possibility that our water had
begun to change color, and
even if it did, “so what” cried
pundits like Dill O’Smiley. No
one realized the serious nature of the transformation.
Real scientists tried to explain

been fully realized yet, at
least not on the scale of
what the popular stories
and films suggest, however,
continuing at this rate of
transformation the green
oceans would become unusable to any land animals.
Many new diseases are suspected to have come about
from this introduction of
new species, foreign to the
environment, along with
the forced re-adaptation of
aquatic life. The water cycle
will forever be corrupted,
changing the face of our
planet and its inhabitants
without any regard for
mercy or sympathy.
It is as though we have
gone too far in our quest to
rid the Earth of its environmental hazards, leaving
only one other pollutant left
to be eradicated… humans.
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On: Water
By Jana Roe

The calm river flows
slowly reflecting the light
peaking through the trees
Underneath the moon
a new world exists briefly
under the red sky.
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The Blue Notebook
By Triston McIntyre
leather was his greatest solace in a
He wasn’t sure how long it had place that only reminded him of the
been— though it really didn’t matter. sadness of his existence.
He woke to sun’s piercing rays beckon- He pulled the armchair close to his
ing him to begin his day through the large window and drew back the curhalf-pulled curtains covering his win- tains fully, allowing the sun to fill his
dow. He grudgingly got out of his bed, apartment with light. Before settling
leaving the one
into his chair, he walked to a
place he could
small bookshelf, and from it
escape from the
pulled a large blue notebook;
I still can’t figure out
world
and
the notebook was poorly
why in the hell the
dream of days
bound and showed signs of
government couldn’t delong
since
extreme wear over the years.
cide on a universal energy
passed.
After
A half-used pencil rested
alternative for vehicles
rubbing his eyes,
snugly between the pages,
before the crisis kicked in
he foggily wanpositioned close but not predered to his pancisely, to the end.
try, found a loaf
He sat in his chair, and
of bread in a plastic bag, withdrew and opened the notebook slowly, almost
ate two pieces. He couldn’t remember apprehensively. Though the notebook
the last time he’d enjoyed the aroma was his life, he knew what kind of
and flavor of a piece of toast or the memories its contents could produce;
warmth of an early morning cup of the book was once a journal of hope
coffee.
that better things would come, but over
His cold shower, same as the day time it became an unfriendly reminder
before, only reminded him of the mis- that his tomorrows would only be
ery of his existence since they started worse than his yesterdays.
enforcing the energy restrictions. With
To be fair, the notebook wasn’t really
natural gas and oil exhausted, electric- a journal in the common sense; it was
ity generated from alternative harvest- more a collage of his mind’s contents.
ing methods was not only governed and At times, that manifested itself as a
rationed by the government, it was ex- crude sketch of the innards of his apartpensive. He had been paying the price ment; other times, it might be embodied
of humanity’s indulgent lifestyles for so by a sort of “stream of consciousness”
long, he had learned to ignore his urges piece of writing. He was never a parto indulge in steamy showers, television ticularly gifted artist or writer; however
or interior lighting.
he felt the big blue notebook gave
After drying himself, he crossed the meaning to his existence, so he continpitifully small studio apartment to the ued to fill it with his emotional outwindow; he pondered what kind of life- pourings as often as he could bring
style he would be living if it were not himself to open its pages.
for the merciful sunlight that filled his
He sat and pondered what mundane
home; though he once enjoyed the lux- and repetitive thing he could put as an
ury of a large home with far too many entry for today; he decided to write
energy-exhaustive amenities, high en- about things that he missed since the
ergy prices had made his decision to energy crisis really took hold. He
move to a smaller place closer to his job picked up his tiny pencil, and began to
in the city a simple and practical one.
write:
I don’t really miss my car. I still have
Today, mercifully, he didn’t have to
go into work. Going to work only re- it, and it would be nice to drive. I don’t
minded him of the strained nature of miss it, though. I still can’t figure out
people’s lives resulting from the energy why in the hell the government couldcrisis. No, today he had no responsibili- n’t decide on a universal energy alterties to anything or anyone, save finding native for vehicles before the crisis
ways to entertain himself. Though he kicked in; damned politicians really will
had sacrificed a much nicer home to be be the end of us all. I do miss music;
closer to work, he had managed to save the media center is too expensive to run
a few choice things to occupy his city for long, and bands don’t want to go on
apartment; his favorite possession was a tour or produce new stuff because it
relic of better days. An overstuffed isn’t cost effective. Musical talent is
armchair covered in faded burgundy something else I never really had.

As he tried to think of things he
really missed, he noticed a child playing
on the sidewalk outside his apartment
from the corner of his eye. After watching the child run awkwardly around,
chasing after a butterfly or some other
insignificant little thing, he was suddenly filled with an intense hatred; how
could anyone be as cruel as to bring
another human being into this shit-hole
of a world? The kid might not have
been part of the problem, but it certainly shouldn’t need to be raised in a
world where teachers and elders are
holding it responsible for solving the
world’s energy crisis. What kind of future is that?
He watched the child for a while
longer, and then dozed off; the warmth
from the sun convinced him that napping was surely the best way to pass his
time. As he slept, he saw himself riding
in his BMW 5 series along the interstate, enjoying some unintelligible music and a hot cup of coffee. Suddenly,
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the young child was sitting in the passenger’s seat of his car, staring at him;
most unnerving was that the child had
no facial features, yet he couldn’t help
but sense a deep sadness in the child’s
expression. Though the child did make
him feel strangely guilty, he enjoyed
these dreams of days long since past far
too much to place much stock in the
significance of the dream, and his mind
drifted elsewhere.
He woke to find his apartment almost completely dark, save the light of
the moon peering down at him from
between a few thin clouds. He left his
chair, crawled into bed, and tried to fall
asleep before he truly awoke from his
nap. He didn’t know how long it had
been—it didn’t matter.
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FUEL DEPENDENCY: LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVES
By Brian Patton
One issue that should be on
everyone’s mind these days is the
constantly rising price at the gas
pump, and the frightening dependency our society has on fossil
fuels. Over the last three years
fuel prices have doubled across
the globe, with no end in sight.
Who is responsible
for the current fuel
crisis? Consumers are
quick to point to big oil
companies, and rightly
so, as they continue to
post record profits each
quarter. The big oil
companies are even
quicker to point at the
consumer. If the consumer did not require
so much oil, there
would be more than
enough oil to go
around. In order to
produce the oil, production costs are increased to meet the
demand. Consumers
continue to buy huge
SUVs that guzzle rather than sip.
The current presidential administration attempts to appear involved and interested in the consumer’s plight, but the price of
gas shows no signs of dropping,
and there is no end in sight.
So what is the answer? Conservation is the favorite watchword of politicians, particularly
in the U.S. However, there is some
truth in the idea. Learning to conserve is a wonderful idea and is in
fact very viable. Conservation
through the use of public transportation is a fine alternative and
a great way to help the economy.
FSU students have several
transportation options. For those
students currently residing at
FSU, there is a relatively inexpensive alternative to driving home
for a weekend. Collegshuttle.com
offers both one way and round

trip fares of $37.00 and $47.00 to
many areas including Rockville,
Baltimore, Frederick, and PG
County. Allegany Transit of Allegany County also has bus services
available to the residents of FSU
throughout the week. The service
offered by Allegany Transit covers
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many areas in the city of Frostburg and nearby LaVale. The
schedules and fees for both services are available online.
Just as public transportation is
a benefit, carpooling is also a potential alternative. Carpooling is
ideal for those who work in the
same place at the same time.
Throughout the areas of Cumberland, Frostburg and LaVale there
are many Park-and-Ride locations
which promote carpooling. Many
citizens of the local area who
work out-of-town, particularly
employees of the correctional
facilities in Hagerstown, use the
Park-and-Ride system as a means
of lowering their transportation
costs. The high number of students from distant locations
throughout the state who attend
FSU can also benefit from sharing

a ride with a friend from home.
Along with the savings of driving
one car as opposed to two or
more, there is the benefit of having someone to share the driving
with as well.
For those that are unable to
enjoy the benefits of the carpool
or public transportation, there
are still other alternatives.
Flexible fuel vehicles, such as
those which run on electricity
or natural gas, are also increasing in numbers. Although the
hybrid automobile is still in its
infancy today, hybrids are a
positive step in the right direction. For consumers who buy
hybrids, there is a one-time tax
credit to help offset the cost of
the new vehicle. Along with the
hybrids are the less expensive
alternatives at the auto dealerships. Although mammoth SUV
vehicles are still popular, sales
are starting to taper off as a
direct result of the high cost of
fuel. Accordingly, people are
more inclined to buy vehicles
that are easier on the wallet. A
quick look back in history reveals
that when the price of fuel skyrocketed in the 1970s, automakers resorted to smaller, more
fuel efficient cars to meet the
needs of the consumer. The current trend among some automakers today is not unlike those
in the fuel-crunched era of the
past.
Is there a quick, painless cure
for fuel dependency? Unfortunately, the answer is no. Developing alternative power supplies
combined with conservation are,
at the moment, the best bet for
society to reduce its fossil fuel
dependency. But just as the tool is
only as effective as the person
using it, the same idea applies to
conservation. For the solutions to
work, the example must start
right here with each of us.
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Violence and the Environment: The Gandhi Perspective
By Erin Lauer

On March 31, 2008, Frostburg State University was fortunate
to have Arun Gandhi,
grandson of the late Mahatma
Gandhi, give a lecture focusing
on non-violence and peace. To
the surprise of a large, captivated
audience, Gandhi told said peace
is both an absence of physical
violence and a respect for the
environment.
Arun Gandhi was taught by
his grandfather that there are two
types of violence: physical and
nonphysical. When someone directly or indirectly keeps another
individual or group of individuals
from having something they
need, it is an act of nonphysical
violence, which then leads to
physical violence through the
anger or desperation of the deprived party. Violence towards
nature can be either physical or
nonphysical.
Arun Gandhi related an incident that occurred when he was a
child. His grandfather gave him a
journal to write in whenever he
was angry, where he wrote to
focus on a solution for his anger.
Arun Gandhi was in school, and
had lessons to write as well. Gandhi was given one pencil to use
by his grandfather.
Gandhi wrote a lot every day,
so his pencil was soon worn to a
3-inch nub, which made writing
difficult. Gandhi felt as though he
deserved another pencil, and did
not think twice when he threw
his old 3-inch pencil away. Gandhi assumed that his grandfather
would give him another pencil
without question.
However, when he asked his
grandfather for another pencil,
Gandhi’s grandfather asked why
he could not continue to use the
pencil he already had. When he
admitted to throwing the old pencil away on his way home from
school, Mahatma Gandhi gave

young Arun a flashlight and told
him to go find the pencil. When
Arun Gandhi returned with his
old pencil, his grandfather told
him that throwing the pencil
away was wrong because it was
throwing away a natural resource, and throwing away a
natural resource was an act of
violence against nature.
Arun Gandhi went on to say
that his grandfather always believed that peace could be
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achieved by first respecting yourself, then respecting your peers,
and finally, respecting nature and
all of your surroundings. None of
these things are more important
than the others, and all are
needed to achieve a peaceful life.
Aside from the violence that is
committed against nature when
we throw away a natural resource, we are also committing a
crime against other people when
we throw natural resources
away.
The way we treat the environment has a direct effect on the
livelihood of other humans, according to Mahatma Gandhi.
More people having access to
natural resources would lead to
less physical violence, as people
would have less reason to be angry. This may seem like something small, but by preserving the
environment, we could help other
people live better lives.
People’s lives would be more

enriched by consuming smaller
amounts of natural resources.
Cutting down fewer trees would
result in cleaner air, as trees reduce carbon dioxide. There
would be more orchards for
farmers. We wouldn’t use as
much energy from the powerful
machines that cut down trees,
which would help preserve fossil
fuels. Animal habitats would be
preserved, and they would become less and less endangered.
We would have more woods to
enjoy.
Arun Gandhi also described
the minimalist lifestyle that his
grandfather led. Mahatma Gandhi didn’t even use what we
would call basic necessities. He
lived his last years in a small hut
on the edge of Bombay in a room
containing only a mattress and a
desk.
After Arun Gandhi’s presentation, a question and answer session was held. A student asked
whether Gandhi had any opinion
on a peaceful diet. His reply was
that a diet that lacked physical
violence was the most peaceful.
What he meant is that the vegetarian diet, one where no animals
are harmed or killed, is the best
diet to follow in order for the
world to be at peace.
According to Arun Gandhi,
emulating Mahatma Gandhi’s
principles would lead us to a better life: a life in an environmentally safer world, where we
would share resources and be at
peace.

Photo by Amy Hicks
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Environmental Concerns Growing in the Classroom:
A deeper look into the environment through literature
By Anna Mae Miller
The English Department is offering a
fresh new approach to literature that
focuses on the environment. Dr. Barbara Hurd, the instructor of the course,
has written two books devoted to nature: Stirring the Mud: On Swamps,
Bogs and Human Imagination (2001),
t
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Feeling Through the Dark (2003).
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The course is designed to not only look at literature, but also to
gam
reflect on social and intellectual history in the literary environment.
The course focuses on the “critical, multi-cultural, and historical study of the environment, emphasizing the variety of attitudes towards the land in essays and poetry.” Topics include Native American
traditions, urban locations, and the extreme environmental conditions of remote Desert sceneries.
The focus of the course comes from the main ideas, themes, and questions proposed by various authors. For example, the fascination people have with their environment. People strive for their own
type of scenery or place where they feel most comfortable, while others strive for scenery located far
away from their comfort zone and lead into unknown, mystifying places.
Perhaps the overall summary of all the ideas and themes within this literature is, “How are we connected to place?” Most of the literature read in this course focuses on the connection between people
and place in the environment, the connection between people and how they identify with place, or
whether place provides identity to those surrounding the place. This connection with place puzzles
writers of this genre. How does place provide us with what we know of our identity? How would not
knowing place change our identity?
According to Dr. Hurd, “Literature explores human lives, values, and conflicts and demonstrates
the complexity of human emotion and the range of our attachments to people and place. Literature
provides a hard copy of the way we view the world. Some works of literature focus on themes of love,
politics and personal issues.” Nature surrounds the world and has a part in everything we do. Sometimes the environment restricts us, but it can also expand our worldview.
It is crucial to learn about the environment and how nature provides an identity through literature.
Annie Dillard once said, “Why are we watching the news, reading the news, keeping up with the
news? Only to enforce our fancy—possibly a necessary lie—that these are crucial times, and we are in
on them.” She has produced many works, but in her most famous book, A Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, she
explores many instances in nature and attempts to find the answers to the question, “Were heaven
and earth made in jest?”
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Frostburg Wildlife:
Raising Awareness on Campus
By Brian Patton

There are several local organizations on the FSU campus
which are helping to raise
awareness about conservation
and protection of Maryland’s
wildlife, the various endangered
species in the region, and reducing residential waste. In particular, the local chapter of The Society for Conservation Biology is
constantly working to raise
awareness of the need for conservation through twicemonthly seminars. The SCB
chapter is also busy producing
and distributing informational
pamphlets about how to make
the local area more wildlifefriendly.
Besides the Society for Conservation Biology, the local
chapter of The Wildlife Society is
a student/faculty organization
which is also working diligently
to raise awareness through education. The chapter attends the
annual Wildlife Society Conclave
Event, which consists of outdoor
sports events such as archery
competitions, along with the opportunity to visit various wildlife
preserves, such as the Second
Chance Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center. Like the SCB chapter, the
FSU student Chapter of the
Wildlife Society is always seeking new members.
In addition to the SCB and the
Wildlife Society, the FSU Sierra
Student Coalition is another proactive organization working to
provide a better environment for
both the people of FSU as well as
the local wildlife. The schedule
of the SSC is always busy with
various events taking place on a

monthly basis. The recent inception of the Living Green, Learning Green program at FSU has
intensified the presence of the
SSC on campus. Along with the
Wildlife Society and the Society
for Conservation Biology, the
Sierra Student Coalition is constantly seeking fresh ideas and
new membership.
The combined efforts of the
fore-mentioned organizations
provide a vast amount of easily
accessible suggestions and methods for leaning to live with the
local wildlife without risking
injury to the residents of the area
or reducing the population of
the animals which are
native to the region.
Perhaps the largest challenge facing
the residents of FSU
is the same challenge that applies
constantly in our
everyday lives: the
ability to live with
wildlife in the region rather than
disrupting. This will
only change if we
start at the individual level. While the
value of education
and
increased
awareness cannot be
estimated, the implementation
of
conservation practices are the real
evidence that concern can be translated into
change.
Just as the wildlife of Frostburg must constantly learn to
adapt to an ever-changing environment, so too must the stu-

dents and residents of FSU continue to work together in learning to co-habit with nature and
its many creatures and wonders.
With the help of the various
state agencies and local student
conservation organizations, the
forward progression towards a
healthier, greener environment
is within reach.
To contact The Society for Conservation Biology, email David Yeany
at dlyeany@frostburg.edu
To contact The FSU Wildlife Society email the chapter president,
Dave Kazyak, at
dkazyak0@frostburg.edu
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Frostburg State professor Sydney Duncan walks through the woods along a
suburban path to FSU. A bear frequents
this area in Braddock Estates, less than 2
miles from the FSU campus.
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A “Green” Coffee Shop:
Providing Frostburg with Healthy Alternatives
By Ken Flenniken
60 East Main Street in Frostburg, Maryland has been home
to many different restaurants
over the last several years. Today, it is known as Mountain
City Coffeehouse and Creamery, owned by Yashmi Shah, a
Frostburg, MD resident for the
past twenty years. Mountain
City is a popular place in Frostburg for both young and old to
meet and is also a restaurant
that tries to be as eco-friendly
as possible.
Most things about the place
are eco-friendly. Customers are
able to pay for house cups,
which are permanent cups that
they can refill and reuse while
staying in Mountain City.
However, as most coffee chains,
they also have a disposable alternative for customers not
staying in the restaurant. The
tan and green cups that traveling customers purchase say
Ecotainer near the bottom. Ecotainers are a product of International Paper made of corn,
water and paper, all three renewable resources. Most cups
designed to hold hot beverages,
such as coffee, contain plastic,
made of nonrenewable resources. The cups also have the
logo of the brand of coffee sold
at Mountain City: Green Mountain Coffee Roasters.
“The coffee had to be organic,” says Shah, “and my
partner and I did the research
and found a lot of different options. We decided on Green
Mountain because we thought
it was important that they are
Fair Trade too.”
On the counter of Mountain
City is a display of brochures
that explain Green Mountain’s
practices, including what Fair
Trade means. Fair Trade is a
certification given out by

TransFair USA, a
third-party
nonprofit organization
that ensures all farmers part of a local
democratic cooperative of farmers; in
turn, the organization is not paid by
any companies that
may be selling their
products, something
which could bias
their certification
processes. As part of
the
cooperative,
farmers are ensured
a fair price for the
selling of their coffee
beans. Many companies will
change their paying price when
the market prices change, which
can often go so low that farmers
don’t make a profit. But TransFair
USA has a set lowest buying price,
so all farmers involved in the cooperative will have a profit, making farming less stressful financially. The majority of TransFair’s
coffees are also organic, free of
artificial pesticides or fertilizers.
While it’s important to Shah
that Mountain City’s cups are
eco-friendly, it’s also important
for the food to be as well. Shah,
raised vegetarian for religious
reasons, serves various vegetarian
dishes at Mountain City. In fact,
only four items on the menu contain any meat at all. Shah has received many shocked reactions
from customers from the lack of
meat and has received almost as
many joyous comments from customers who like her dishes, saying things like “I didn’t know
vegetables could be this good!”
During the summer, Shah buys
her vegetables from Backbone
Farm, which is located in Oakland, MD. Backbone Farm uses
organic growing methods for
their vegetables. Shah is a believer
in supporting the local commu-

Photo by Ken Flenniken

nity, another reason she buys
from Backbone Farm instead of
store-bought organic vegetables.
Shah does more than buy Ecotainers and sell organic coffees at
Mountain City. She uses ecofriendly cleaners in the restaurant
and is actively looking for containers for customers to take food
home in an eco-friendly way.
Shah recycles as often as possible,
but finds it hard to do so in Frostburg, as some products are not
taken by the local waste management service.
Shah says she opened Mountain City specifically for students
to meet, read and do homework,
which is why Mountain City has
free WiFi internet. Shah wants
students to have the ability to
purchase food that is good for the
environment, and the community
to have a nice coffee shop.
“If everyone does their part,
even a small one, it will be better
for future generations,” says Shah
as she gets up to serve a customer
coming in ten minutes before
closing. Mountain City is a shining example of how business can
be as eco-friendly as possible and
still exist without struggling.
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Anthropogenic Global Warming: The Skeptical Side
By Lauren Shiflet
Anthropogenic global warming
has been a hotly debated issue for
over two decades in both the scientific and secular community.
The earth’s climate history over
the past three million years has
been generally warm with cycles
of glacials and interglacials within
a gradually deepening ice age.
Non-climatic influences called
inhomogenities must be taken into
account, such as urbanization,
station location, changes in observation time and methods and
changes in instruments. All of
these influences have an effect on
the study of anthropogenic global
warming.
Even though CO2 levels have
risen since modern industrialization, humankind still only contributes to 5% of the 200 billion CO2
emissions. The rest of the emissions are produced naturally by
the earth.
With temperature
changes on a scale such as this, a
pattern begins to emerge. To
those skeptical of anthropogenic
global warming, this seems evidence that temperature change is
a naturally occurring cycle. It
also seems to prove that human
CO2 emissions from industry and
pollution have only played a tiny
role in the earth’s natural CO2
emissions.
Temperature trends show that
even before urbanization in the
past 150 years, CO2 was only a
little less prevalent than today,
indicating that greenhouse components have had little effect compared to other natural cyclical
occurrences. Pro-anthropogenic
global warming enthusiasts would
again point out the greenhouse
effect. The greenhouse effect is an
analogy for the effect of greenhouse gases in the earth’s atmosphere. The sun radiates onto the
earth; the atmosphere acts as a
glass greenhouse trapping the
gases CH4 (Methane), H2O (water)
and CO2 (carbon dioxide) in the

atmosphere. This is said to heat
up the earth. However, according
to some scientists, CH4, H2O and
CO2 only make up 1% of the atmospheric gases, and play only a
minor role in global warming.
The most dominant atmospheric
gas is actually nitrogen, which is
not a greenhouse gas.
Most of the energy from heat
and latent heat is from the oceans.
Saline ocean water is particularly
dense and sinks, transporting with
it a considerable amount of energy. To maintain the equilibrium
of water mass fluxes, a global
thermohaline circulation exists,
which plays an important role in
the regulation of the global climate. According to Broecker &
Denton (1990) “changes in this
thermohaline circulation influence climate changes over millennia time scales.” This suggests
that the majority of the earth’s
temperature change on a long
term time scale is from the oceans
and not the atmosphere. These
thermohaline circulatory currents
have been in existence for billions
of years and are little affected by
human emissions and interference.
In 1995, a noted geoscientist
from the University of Oklahoma
came in contact with some of the
scientists working on climate
change. He stated that “they must
have believed that he was someone who would pervert science in
the name of social and political
causes.” The scientists informed
him that they had to “get rid of the
medieval warm period.”
This is only a small example of
the socio-political corruption involved in anthropogenic global
warming scandals. Yale graduate
and novelist Michael Crichton
explains that environmentalism
has now become like a religion
and if political interference is continually allowed, then we are indeed all doomed. He believes that

only hard science should address
issues on climate change.
{Environmentalism as Religion,
2003, Crichton}
Conservative pundit Pat Buchanan explains that in the case of
anthropogenic global warming it
is a simple scam created by the
boys in power. He believes if former president Clinton had signed
up at the Kyoto climate summit to
cut carbon emissions in the U.S.
that it would be economically disastrous. “The only way the United
States can cut emissions that
deeply is through a heavy energy
tax that would kill the American
dream for millions of families…” {“Global Warming or Globogas?” Buchanan}.
The bottom line with anthropogenic global warming is that there
is evidence for both sides of the
argument. There are two main
developments in the rehearsal
process of anthropogenic global
warming. In the first development, if climate change has been
occurring our failure to mitigate it
can impact sustainable human
well being by civilization collapse.
At least two consequences of
global warming before civilization’s total collapse would be
fewer deaths from cold and more
from heat. Sea levels rising could
cause some land masses to recede,
destroying natural habitat.
On the other hand, there is
much evidence against anthropogenic global warming. If we still
decide to put much of our energy,
effort and money into mitigating
climate change and what we’ve
really been experiencing is natural
cyclical variability, that action
would most definitely impact sustainable well being. In the end
what society must do is to decide
what course to take without compromising its desire for sustainable well being.
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Green Matters
We came up with
some questions to
ask our peers
because we figured
that if we were
concerned about
green issues, they
probably were, too.
Here are some of
the answers we
received:

Q. What do you think L.G.L.G means?
Learn Green, Love Green
- Melissa H., Freshman
Looking Good, Living Good
- Caleb C., Junior

Let’s Go, Let’s Go!
- Jake S., Freshman
Of course, the popular answer was:
Learning Green, Living Green!
- Tiffany R., Junior

Q. What was the last thing you did to conserve energy?

I took a nap on the couch
-Brendon S., Senior

Took the stairs instead of the elevator
- Stacey S., Sophomore

Turned off the bathroom lights
- Carey K., Junior

Q. If you had $1000 to put towards something environmental, what would you do?
Rebuild natural habitats
- Terryl M., Sophomore

Make Hummers illegal
- Jake S., Freshman

Do more research to create a more efficient fuel source
- Nicole Z., Junior

Q. What does Learning Green, Living Green mean to you?
Being conscious of my environment and doing my best to improve it
- Tiffany R., Junior
Trying to be more environmentally aware
- Maria V., Sophomore
Love your Mother Earth
- Caleb M., Senior

Background photo by Charles Ewers

“Going Green” by Amanda Baldwin
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enviroThe activist is not the man
who says the river is dirty.
The activist is the man
who cleans up the river.
- Ross Perot
There’s so much pollution
in the world now that if it
weren’t for our lungs,
there’d be no place to put
it all.
- Robert Orben

Now that we’ve heard from Frostburg on the
environment, let’s see what others have to say...

quotes

every day is
earth day.
- Unknown

The universe is not required
to be in harmony with
human ambition.
- Carl Sagan

We could have saved the
earth be we were too
damned cheap.
- Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

“When we heal the earth, we heal ourselves.”
- David Orr

Take nothing but pictures.
Leave nothing but footprints.
Kill nothing but time.

Because we don’t think about
future generations, they will
never forget us.

- Motto of the Baltimore Grotto

If civilization has risen from the Stone Age, it can rise again from the
Wastepaper Age.
- Jacques Barzun, The House of Intellect

E=(LG)² Words To Remember
ARBORETUM
BLACKOUT DAY
CONSERVE
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENT
FOCUS THE NATION
GOING GREEN
LEARNING
L.G.L.G.
LIVING
MOTHER EARTH
NATURE
OUTDOORS
RECYCLE
SUSTAINABILITY

Background photo by Amy Hicks

by Lessie Mae Schrider
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Are FSU Students “Going Green”?
By Roxann R. Steelman
Hundreds of colleges and earth’s animal and plant species inform and to get more student
universities are combating global will become extinct.
Carbon involvement, students need to
warming in many different
know that the
ways. According to the National
LGLG web page
Wildlife Federation’s (NWF)
is available and
“Higher Education in a Warmcontains useful
ing World” (2008), campuses
recommendaare like small towns in size and
tions on steps
energy consumption (p. 8).
they can take to
NWF feels colleges and universihelp the FSU
ties influence environmental
campus and the
movements and are leaders in
environment
the fight against global warmbecome
a
ing, because they educate the
greener place to
future generations (p. 4). A collive, work, and
lege campus is the most logical
play. A possible
place to develop models for
place to start
Photo by Jacob LeValley
global warming and sustainabilgetting the word
ity solutions.
out on LGLG is
Many campuses are joining the dioxide (CO2) concentrations in at FSU’s Sierra Coalition’s annual
NWF’s “Campus Ecology” move- the atmosphere are higher now Earth Day celebration. As Patment. According to Eagan et al. than they have been at any time rick O’Brien, organizer for the
(2008), “The mission of Campus (Eagan et al., 2008).
Earth Day events, states, “We
On September
Ecology is to foster climate leadwould love to see
ership on campuses nationwide 15, 2007 Frostburg Once students become Frostburg become
University
and to protect wildlife and our State
familiar with FSU’s more sustainable.
children’s futures against the joined the fight for
big objective of
sustainability initiative, The
change
growing threat of global climate climate
Earth Day is just to
change.” Simple changes in eve- when the university involvement in LGLG get the word out
should increase.
ryday behaviors, like turning off officially became a
there” (quoted in
lights, recycling, or riding a bike, charter member of
Christensen,
will lead to emission reductions the American College & Univer- 2007). Students are starting to
of 2% per year and help reach sity Presidents Climate Commit- “live green” as evidenced by
m e n t their responses to recycling;
the
ulti( A C U P C C ) . however, they are not yet
mate goal
FSU
imple- “learning green.” Once students
of cutting According to Eagan et al. (2008),
mented their become familiar with FSU’s suse m i s s i o n s “The mission of Campus Ecology is
new sustain- tainability initiative, involvement
by 80% in to foster climate leadership on
ability initia- in LGLG should increase.
2 0 5 0 campuses nationwide and to protive to work
(Eagan et tect wildlife and our children’s
futures against the growing threat
t o w a r d s
al., 2008).
achieving cliA
s of global climate change.”
For more information, visit
mate neutral- the National Wildlife FederaEagan et al.
(2008) reported, if no changes ity.
tion’s website at
The simple everyday behavare made to combat the increashttp://www.nwf.org
ing changes in the climate, with ioral changes that Eagan, et al.
and LGLG’s website at
as little as a 2 – 3 degree rise in (2008) indicated must be imple- http://www.frostburg.edu/lglg
the global temperature approxi- mented on the campus in more
mately two-thirds of all the effective ways. In order to better
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Bringing the Outdoors In
By Lessie Schrider
Stacey Anne Smith hurriedly ture outdoor adventures. “A lot of that everyone looks for complicated
opens the Writing Center door as the other students in the Adventure solutions to diseases like obesity and
she pulls a paper out of the black Sports track are just there to pursue disorders such as ADHD, but much
reusable shopping bag that is both snowboarding or kayaking – a sport simpler, more natural solutions exher backpack and purse. The bag, they love. They take nature for ist. Exercise can help obesity, and
sporting the phrase, “Paper or Plas- granted just as much as other peo- ADHD is perhaps the result of a
tic: Neither,” is 85% recycled mate- ple.”
term coined by renowned author
rials and holds twice as much as a
Stacey is not one to take nature Richard Louv, “Nature Deficit Disnormal-sized shopping bag. This fits for granted. She made a conscious order.”
the insanely busy Rec & Park
“Everyone is so focused on
Management major perfectly. “If you think about our soci- the inside, especially in the last
She grabs a pen, apologizing for
hundred years since the
ety, ‘in’ has all the connota- few
the last minute appointment.
Industrial Revolution. For thou“I just want to make sure this tions of acceptance and posi- sands of years before that, we
is all right. It’s like a huge paper
a hunter/gatherer society.
tive things, whereas ‘out’ is were
and I don’t want to screw it up,”
Now that we’re in the Informaseen as negative or bad. How tion Age, there is a huge distincshe says.
Stacey seems to be far from can we expect people to want tion between indoors and out“screwing up” though. She is so
doors. People spend so much
passionate about the ideas she to be outside if it’s something time inside that they don’t get
discusses in this paper that when negative?”
what they need. We, as humans,
someone asks her about it she
need nature – it’s instinct. And
cannot explain enough. Her main decision to pursue an outdoor ca- when we don’t follow that, there
premise is that nature should not be reer. As far as she’s concerned, the will be negative results.”
thought of as separate from our outdoors is “in.”
It’s time for nature to be “in.”
everyday lives, but should be em“If you think about our society, There is no need for to separate nabraced, as it inevitably surrounds ‘in’ has all the connotations of ac- ture from humanity – humanity is
us.
She has developed this philosophy over the years, especially as she
has delved further into her major at
Frostburg. Frostburg’s Recreation
and Park Management major is affiliated with the program at Garrett
Community College. The program at
GCC is an example of extreme devotion to the national Leave No
Trace (LNT) movement. The primary idea behind this movement is
ensuring that students leave the
smallest environmental footprint
possible by enforcing the seven LNT
principles:
1. Plan ahead and prepare.
2. Travel and camp on durable surPhoto provided by Stacey Anne Smith
faces.
3. Dispose of waste properly.
ceptance and positive things, nature.
4. Leave what you find.
whereas ‘out’ is seen as negative or
Summing up her ideals, Stacey
5. Minimize campfire impacts.
bad. How can we expect people to says, “You have to do what you love
6. Respect wildlife.
want to be outside if it’s something to do, but you also have to know
7. Be considerate of other visitors
negative?” she says.
that none of us are going to feel
Stacey believes this extreme imAccording to her philosophy, good unless nature is in our lives. It
plementation is practiced in hopes however, the world would be a affects everything we do and how
that the students will take more much happier place if everyone we feel. Nature is in everyone, and
with them when pursuing their fu- discarded this idea. She maintains no one should take it for granted.”
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T H E G R E E N T E A M : T U R N I N G O F F L I G H T S , S AV I N G
By Krista Scarlett

KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK.
BANG, BANG.
POUND.
“HEY! TURN OFF YOUR
LIGHTS! TURN OFF THAT
COMPUTER! HEY!”

POUND, POUND, POUND.
“SAVE ENERGY. TURN OFF
YOUR LIGHTS!”
You open your door, confused at what just happened
and who was screaming. Outside of your dorm, a group of
environmentally conscious FSU
students—the Green Team—is
knocking on doors, encouraging everyone to turn off their
electricity and save energy.
March 12 th , otherwise
known as Blackout Day at FSU,
is only one of the many events
that the Green Team sponsors
to raise awareness of energy
conservation. Between 12
noon and 1 pm, the team encouraged students to turn off
all lights, computers, and other
electrical appliances to help
conserve the nearly 90% of
non-renewable greenhouse
gases emitted into the atmosphere. The group hoped to
reach out to everyone on campus at this time, especially
those living in the dorms,
where lights are left on 24/7,
even when not needed.
Jeff Sellers, student leader
of the Green Team, says storming the dorms is a “fun way to
put awareness out there.”
These and other events are
part of the Green Team’s initiative to teach the importance
of sustainability on campus, as
well as in students’ everyday
lives. The Green Team is advised by biology instructor
Sunshine Brosi, and strives to

gain student and faculty involvement to push environment sustainability, behavioral and climate
change in a world devastated by
pollution and global warming. According to Sellers, the group is interested in “realistic things” they
can do “to make the Frostburg campus more sustainable.”
At the group’s first meeting on
Tuesday, March 4th, Sellers, Brosi,
and several FSU students addressed
the team’s goals, as well as feedback
on activities and events that could
add up to big changes on campus.
Unanimously, the team agreed that
buying “green foods” is a major issue. With few local farmers markets
in the area, students have difficulty
finding foods that won’t harm the
environment. Though students want
to “eat green,” they don’t know
where to go to find foods that won’t
harm the earth. The team suggested
promoting a website called localharvest.org, where students can
find locally and organically grown
foods that don’t use synthetic fertilizers or cause pollution via transporting products across the country.
The team also plans to encourage
use of the Lane Center’s salad bar,

Members of FSU’s Green Team

THE

PLANET

which contains local and organic
foods only. Sellers proposed a
push to administration to sell
more of these types of foods in
Chesapeake Dining Hall and the
Lane Center. With nearly 1/5 of
greenhouse gas emissions caused
by food production, the Team
hopes to advocate the sale of
“green foods” on campus that are
not only cheap and healthy, but
non-harmful to the environment.
Though the group has many
plans in the works, their main
goal is to spread the message that
environmental sustainability is a
must. Through letters to school
administration, support of environmental bills, e-mails and class
announcements to students, ads
in The Bottom Line, and personal
advocation, the team hopes to encourage students and faculty to
pay more attention to their actions and how they affect the environment. The team is all about
change. According to Sellers,
though it may seem like a lot of
work, “it will take time. But we
will push until we get it done.”

Photo by Krista Scarlett
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E=(LG)2
This magazine is a project of ENGL 402, Editing and Production. The name signifies Frostburg State
University’s interest in environmental issues. The E in the equation stands for many things: energy,
education, environment. The (LG)2 refers to FSU’s sustainability initiative, known as Learning Green,
Living Green.
During the Spring 2008 semester, students in ENGL 402 drafted calls for submissions across campus,
designed fliers, wrote copy, edited for space and content, developed editorial relationships with writers, learned desktop publishing, made decisions about paper, worked with printing vendors, took photos, acquired layout skills, and generally worked themselves crazy to make a deadline that arrived
much sooner than was originally planned. Did they fight? Yes. Did they complain? Yes. But they
did it, and they did it first. They are my heroes.
The magazine will appear twice yearly. We encourage submissions on environmental issues from students across campus in the areas of scientific study, nature appreciation, classroom activities, club activities, photography, graphic arts, and others. Articles should be 200-600 words in length, and submissions should be sent in electronic format to the magazine’s e-mail address: Lgmag@frostburg.edu.
As magazine advisor, I would like to acknowledge the support of the English Department, Printing
Services, Jim Limbaugh, and the amazing students in ENGL 402, who started with an idea and went on
to create the only student-written and student-edited publication on sustainability in existence today.

-Sydney Duncan
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Focus the Nation, a national dialogue of over 1,500 schools, colleges, and churches was organized to focus on global warming and possible solutions to this problem. Frostburg State University participated in
the first annual event on January 31, 2008. The activities included 32
presentations, four panel discussions, and nine booth displays by a variety of FSU
faculty members, industry
experts, and guests. The following articles, found on
pages 17-20, cover the highlights of this day.

Dr. Charles Ewers, chair of the Frostburg State University English department, stood in for Dr. Barbara Hurd, a
fellow English faculty member, who organized a presentation of diverse readings for the Focus the Nation initiative.
The readings, collectively titled “Words from the Land,” were given by creative writing majors in the Lane Center. The
selections of prose and poetry were chosen to engage the audience’s imagination and sense of aesthetics as they considered their relationship to the earth. Nature assists this endeavor by providing a medium to say the unsayable.
The first reading was given by Julia Schaffer. She read the poem “Meeting a Bear” by David Wagoner. Her selection emphasized the respect due to the creatures of the earth. A second poem entitled “Sanctuary” by Alison Hawthorne Deming, described the migration of the monarch butterfly and concluded by revealing that, while humans can
falter in uncertainty, the butterfly always knows its path.
Susan Gratto read “The Fish” by Elizabeth Bishop, which vividly described the beauty of a fish using complex and
unexpected metaphors. Daniel Rotruck gave a reading from a selection of Aldo Leopold’s Thinking Like a Mountain.
Leopold founded the Wilderness Society, but before that he was an avid hunter. Rotruck’s excerpt described the experience that helped Leopold realize there was an aspect of nature he would never fully understand unless he thought
like a mountain. From that moment Leopold was converted from hunter to ecologist.
Candace Meredith painted a picture of the combined violence and beauty of nature with words from Annie Dillard’s
A Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. Walter Williams chose to give a variety of poetic readings from authors Philip Booth, Joseph Bruchac, and Gary Snyder.
Rachel prose selection from Mark Tredinnick’s The Land’s Wild Music emphasized the importance of environmental literature because it has the
power to reanimate language used to verbally illustrate landscapes. This piece also described the connection between land, language, and the human
spirit. Her second reading, an excerpt from Artic Dreams by Barry Lopez, depicted the terrifying, mesmerizing beauty of the Artic.
Dr. Ewers’ read two poems by Wendell Barry. Barry, a farmer and English professor, believed that human life has a connection to all other
forms of life in nature. He demonstrated these relationships in his surprisingly modern toned poems “To a Siberian Woodsman” and “Window
Poem 19,” which Dr. Ewers read to conclude “Words from the Land.”
—Jeannine Camella

WORDS
FROM
THE
LAND

Photo by: C. Ewers

Photo by: C. Ewers
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-Amy Larsen

GY OF
THE PSYCHOLO
NFLUENCE
GOING GREEN:I
TION
AND MOTIVA
Dr. Paul Bernhardt of Frostburg State University’s Psychology Department gave a presentation in FSU’s Cordts Center
Leake Room entitled “The Psychology of Going Green: Influence and Motivation.” Bernhardt’s 25 minute presentation at
11:00 A.M helped to shed light on some of the reasons why people make the decision to “go green.”
In front of a crowd of nearly 70 students and observers, Bernhardt used a creative PowerPoint presentation to visualize and
break down some influential strategies that have been used to combat global warming. On the one hand, he described that certain “carrots” or rewards have been offered to people willing to “go green,” including tax rebates and other direct payments. On
the other, he stated that some “sticks” or forceful behaviors such as command and control systems have been used to make people comply with efforts to help the environment.
After a few slides on some reasons for voluntary efforts to take the initiative in global warming, Bernhardt explained the
problem—that not enough people engage in environmentally-friendly options because it’s not seen as the norm in American
culture.
“We need to change people’s thinking of ‘I can’t make a difference,’” said Bernhardt. “The social norm is to not recycle, so
people don’t talk about recycling. And if they
do, it’s only about the negative aspects of it.”
Bernhardt explained that if new social norms
could somehow be promoted, then thinking and
more ecological accomplishments would surface.
According to Bernhardt, in order for norms to
change, messages must be phrased properly to
get people to change their daily lives and actions.
Bernhardt then had students break into groups to
brainstorm helpful, attention-grabbing messages.
Messages similar to “Help save the environment”
were found to not be nearly as effective as examples like “Join your fellow citizens in helping to
save the environment” because they did not relate to people or make them feel as if others were

coming together to fight global warming.
- Matt Kremnitzer
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Up On the Roof

MIRRORS

The Chair of the Department of History at Frostburg
State
University,
Dr.
Nick Clulee, gave a presengave a presentation at Focus the Nation entitled “Up
tation entitled “Smoke and Mirrors: Diversions in the Climate Change Deon the Roof: How Two Frostburg Homeowners Took
bate.” The purpose of this presentation was to increase awareness of the role in which
the Solar Plunge.” Driven by the desire to “save
politics have become involved with the scientific community. After the bombing of
money and decrease [the] environmental impacts of
energy production and consumption,” Duncan and her Hiroshima, science was viewed in a different light, one that could be used by the
military and the government at an advantage.
husband decided to investigate solar energy. UltiThe issue of global warming has met with its fair share of controversy, not so
mately, Dr. and Mr. Duncan decided to place solar
much
over whether or not it is truly an environmental issue, but as to whether or not
panels on the roof of their 1970s ranch-style home.
Converting a home to solar energy is rather costly. it is indeed of human origin. Certain political groups, those heavily invested in the oil
industry in particular, are promoting a skeptical approach to this problem, insisting
Such homes require a substantial amount of specialthat in order to invalidate the argument of the other side they must “teach the controized equipversy.” No where else in the world has this debate been more controversial than in
ment as
the United States, the world’s leading source of skeptics on global warming. This
well as
situation is similar to the one fought between the cigarette industry and the scientific
skilled incommunity, in which the cigarette manufacturers led an overall unsuccessful camstallers. To
paign to discredit the health effects of tobacco.
give audiThe presentation ended rather shortly but concluded with a very interesting disence memcussion
section. Some of the topics voiced by those in the audience included Al Gore
bers a samand his movie, “An Inconvenient Truth,” the issue of why people are not willing to
ple of what
do anything, and whether or not any effects will be seen in this generation or the near
solar homes
future. It seems that through Al Gore’s movie, more information has become availrequire,
Photo by Sydney Duncan able to the public and many are finally taking the steps to avoid and prevent further
Duncan
stated some of the necessary components: aside from environmental problems. However, at the same time, many look to smear the characsolar panels, solar homes require a disconnect array, a ter of those in the public eye, thereby discrediting them to what is known as “junk
grid, AC/DC disconnects to add to the home’s circuit science.” Overall, there is still a great deal of uncertainty as to how much of an effect
global warming will have on the world, but at least the debate has changed to allow
box, and other specialized components. Prices exceeding $10,000 dollars are very common. According for more scientific evidence.
- Jacob LeValley
to Duncan, her solar system cost approximately
$18,470 dollars.
Although adding solar systems to homes is costly,
there are often tax credits and federal and/or state
rebates for such systems. For those individuals who
may be considering purchasing a solar system, findsolar.com is a great site for information and estimates. If investing in a solar system for the home, do
not expect immediate savings. According to Duncan,
the breakeven point for solar systems is “heart breaking.” She and her husband will not break even for
twenty-five years. Estimates vary, of course, but the
Though multiple women talked at
benefit to the environment outweighs the cost.
Focus the Nation about Eco-Feminism,

Dr. Sydney Duncan, an English professor at FSU,
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Nature +
Humans =
Equality

-Curtis Spiker

and each approached the topic in
slightly different ways, the resounding
theme of a fierce connection between women and the earth filtered its way into all of the three
speakers’ dialogues.
Dr. Elesha Ruminski presented at the conference titled “Eco-Feminism 101: From Cultural
Mythologies to Social Movement” from the perspective of a Mass Communications professor.
She spoke on the four eras of environmental movements. She labeled them “conservation to
present,” “modern environmentalism,” “mainstream environmentalism,” and “grassroots environmentalism,” which she feels is the current state of mind.
Dr. Amy Branam, of the English Department, spoke about the cultural connection of the symbolic, or in some cases religious, symbol of “the great goddess” or “mother earth.” She also explained symbols that appear in ancient sculptures. One such symbol, the cave, is often representative of the moon. Another interesting point she made was that the symbol is known for its nurturing and creative behavior, but also its ability to destroy. Dr. Branam even introduced four
theories as to why the image of earth is that of a mother and not a father.
The final speaker, Dr. Joy Kroeger-Mappes of the Philosophy Department, made a point of
handing out a document saying “ecofeminism values nature and all humans and requires ending
the unjustified domination of nature that is inescapably linked to the domination of women and
many peoples of the world.” This seemed to be the main point for her part in the conference.
- Julia Schaffer
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Andy
Duncan, a
science
fiction and
fantasy
writer, presented “The Word for World is Forest: Environmental Futures in Science Fiction” at Focus the Nation. The presentation focused on environmental disasters imagined and written by science fiction writers as
early as the late 1800s.
Duncan’s presentation included an overview of what many people
think when they hear the words “science fiction”: aliens, lunar landscapes, Martians. He said that we are “convinced as a society the future will look like the movies, which is physically and ecologically
impossible.”
Environmental degradation eventually became a hot topic in science fiction features, usually with monsters and robots at the hand of
the destruction. Stories and comic strips became increasingly focused
around people’s reactions to the atom bomb with anxieties about what
society was doing to the earth.
Photo by: C. Ewers
According to Duncan, one of the first most overtly environmental
stories was Theodore Sturgeon’s “It,” that was published in the early
1940s. “It” was a swamp monster story invented by natural processes;
“It” grew from things humans were throwing into the swamp.
During the 1950s, science fiction writers began tackling qustions of
population growth and concerns about crop supply. By the mid-60s, water
issues had become a major trend in science fiction.
The environment has continued to be a major focus in science fiction
throughout the years, all the way up to the 2004 movie The Day After
Tomorrow.
- Amy Hicks
Mr. Paul Kazyak from the Maryland Department of
Natural Resources provided opening remarks at
FSU’s Focus the Nation program. His main focus
was “where we are [and] where we are going.”
Kazyak’s presentation included what the world
looked like in the past, what it looks like today, and
what it might look like in the future in terms of
environmental destruction. He spoke of things that
might not seem to be problems right now but that
could be harmful to the human race in years to
come. According to Kazyak, today’s generation is
doing more destruction to the environment than
any previous generation.
During his presentation, Kazyak showed graphs
and statistics that indicated how the human population continues to grow exponentially and how fast
the resources can run out if the population does not
level off. He pointed out that every day the
population increases by about 211,000 people,
which means thirty years from now, the population could be between 8 and 13 billion people
who have to share the same resources. Therefore,
people need to be wise in how they use resources
before they run out.
Kazyak emphasized that people need to be
committed to improving the environment and
developing new technologies to better sustain the
environment’s resources. Kazyak encouraged
the audience to be the solution to the problem.
He said that everything humans do has an effect
on the environment; therefore, people need to
take care of the environment so that future generations will have a better life.
Photos by: C. Ewers
- Moise Ruzindana

“WHERE WE
ARE, WHERE WE
ARE GOING”
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Amanda Baldwin

Jeannine Camella

Nicole Cooper

Amanda is an English major
with a concentration in Literature and a minor in writing. She
is getting her Teaching degree
from Towson University.

Jeannine is majoring in English
literature with an emphasis in
professional writing. She hopes
to edit children’s books when
she grows up.

Nikki is majoring in English
with a concentration in professional writing. In addition to
writing, she enjoys photography
and graphic design.

Robyn Everngam

Ken Flenniken

Amy Hicks

Robyn Everngam is from Perry
Hall, Maryland. She is currently
a senior at Frostburg State University, majoring in English with
a concentration in Professional
Writing.

A music junkie, he is in Professional Writing. He enjoys doing
things both inside and outside.
He enjoys Pepsi as well as Coke.

Amy is a junior majoring in
English with a concentration in
professional writing and a minor
in French. After graduation, she
hopes to become to children’s
book editor.

Matt Kremnitzer

Erin Lauer

Jacob Levalley

Matt is an English major with a
concentration in professional
writing and a minor in journalism. He’s also a sports writer
for The Bottom Line, the campus
newspaper.

Erin is a senior who will be
graduating in May with an
English degree. She is also the
President of 3AM Society and
United Campus Ministry.

Jacob was born in Frederick,
Maryland, and is currently a
junior at FSU. He plans to start a
career in music criticism/
journalism.
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Chris Malloy

Sarah McIntire

Triston McIntyre

Malloy is a 20-something writing
machine. And an English Major. When the writing’s done, he’s
running, cycling, and watching the
O’s through thick and thin.

Besides loving all things green, is
an English major concentrating in
professional writing with a minor in
Sociology. After Frostburg, she’s
going out into this great green
world as a librarian.

Triston is a graduating senior studying English with a concentration in
professional writing; after graduation he intends to study copyright
law and pursue a career as a writer
and a lawyer.

Jana Roe

Anna Mae Miller

Brian Patton

Anna Mae is an English major with
a concentration in Literature. She is
planning to further her education
through the MAT program at FSU.

Brian is a junior at FSU. A Professional Writing Major, Brian is also
in the Army Reserves, where he
works as a career counselor.

Krista Scarlett

Brendon Schmitt

Lessie Schrider

Krista is a senior English major
with a concentration in Professional
Writing and a minor in Public
Relations. She plans an M.A. in
Magazine, Newspaper, and Online
Journalism at Syracuse University.

Brendon Schmitt is an English
major from Kent Island, Maryland.
After graduating this May, Brendon
plans to begin fire academy with
the Annapolis Fire Department.

Lessie is a soon-to-be graduating
English major. She eventually
hopes to work as a newspaper or
magazine editor. She enjoys writing
and long walks on the beach.

Jana is a senior majoring in English.
She will graduate in 2009 and plans
on pursuing her master's degree after graduation.

Sydney Duncan
Sydney Duncan is a second-year Assistant
Professor in the Frostburg English Department's Professional Writing track. Working
with the dedicated students in ENGL 402 has
been a remarkably rewarding experience.
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